We de ne the subvariance S P (F) of a family of graphs F with respect to property P to be the in mum of the ratio jH1j jH2j , where H 1 and H 2 are any two maximal spanning subgraphs of G with property P, and where G is a member of F. It is shown that, for the family of all connected graphs, the subvariance when P is planar, outerplanar, and bipartite planar, is 1=3, 1=2, and 1=2, respectively.
Introduction
Let G = (V; E) be a nite, simple, undirected graph with n = jV j and m = jEj. The number of spanning subgraphs of G is O(2 m ), although many of these are isomorphically equivalent. Here we study the maximum variation in size, i.e., number of edges, amongst all spanning subgraphs, with certain properties, of any connected graph. The properties investigated are planarity, outerplanarity, and bipartite planarity. We are not aware of any previous study of these problems from extremal graph theory, although Bollob as and Frieze 1] have determined the probability that a random graph has a maximal planar subgraph of size 3n ? 6. It has been conjectured that the size of a maximal planar subgraph can in some instances be only slightly larger than the size of a spanning tree of a graph. This suggests a ratio of (n ? 1 + k)=(3n ? 6) 1=3, for k a Supported by a grant from the Engineering Experiment Station, Montana State University.
small positive integer, assuming that the graph contains a maximum planar subgraph of size 3n?6. We show that even without this assumption there are graphs which realize this ratio amongst extremal maximal planar subgraphs. Our general approach is to construct instances of minimum and maximum size, for each of the properties studied. In each case, the nontrivial bounds are shown to approximate very closely the conjectured lower bound values.
Preliminaries
A maximal planar graph is one to which no edges can be added without destroying planarity; hence, m = 3n ? 6. Given a nonplanar graph G, a maximal planar subgraph H of G is a subgraph of G to which no edges of G ? H can be added without destroying planarity. A maximum planar subgraph is one which has maximum cardinality among all planar subgraphs of G. A bipartite graph has a partition of its vertices into two subsets A and B such that every edge joins a vertex of A with a vertex of B. An outerplanar graph has a plane embedding in which all vertices lie on the exterior face.
The subvariance S P (F) of a family of graphs F, with respect to property P, is the in mum of the ratio jH 1 j jH 2 j , where H 1 and H 2 are any two maximal spanning subgraphs of G with property P, and G is a member of F. Hence, this parameter measures, for a family F, the maximum variation in sizes of subgraphs with a given property, of any of its members. Here, F is the family of all connected graphs.
Sizes of Maximal Planar Subgraphs
We consider rst the case when P = planarity. Our approach is to construct a graph with two maximal planar subgraphs such that the di erence between their sizes approaches the lower bound ratio, as a function of n. We construct the nonplanar graph G shown in Figure 1 Figure 1(c) , is formed from G by including only the horizontal edges fa 1 ; a 2 g; :::; fa k?1 ; a k g, fb 1 ; b 2 g; :::; fb k?1 ; b k g, fc 1 ; c 2 g; :::; fc k?1 ; c k g, fd 1 ; d 2 g; :::; fd k?1 ; d k g, the edges fa 1 ; c 1 g and fb k ; d k g, and all edges of K 3;3 except fc 1 ; d 1 g. Now since each deleted edge joins a j or c j to b j or d j , and would yield a path from c 1 to d 1 that would complete the K 3;3 homeomorph, this graph is also maximal planar. The size of H 2 is 4(k ? 1) + 2 + 8 = 4k + 6 = n + 2. This yields the following theorem:
Theorem 1. The subvariance of F with respect to P = planarity is 1=3.
Proof: A maximal planar subgraph of G can have no more than 3n ? 6 edges, and any spanning tree of G has n ? 1 edges. As long as G has at least n+2 edges, any maximal spanning planar subgraph must have at least n + 2 edges. If a connected spanning subgraph H has strictly fewer edges, arbitrary edges from G ? H can be added to H to increase its size to n + 2 without destroying planarity. This follows from the fact that in the two obstructions to planarity, K 3;3 has three more edges than vertices and K 5 has ve more edges than vertices. A nonplanar spanning subgraph must contain a homeomorph of one of these (still with an excess of three or ve edges over vertices), and for any vertex v excluded from the homeomorph, there is an edge of H joining v to the rest of H. Therefore, S P (F) n+2 3n?6 1=3 as n ! 1. Now consider the maximal planar subgraphs H 1 and H 2 of Figure   1 . The ratio between the sizes of the two subgraphs is jH 2 j jH 1 j = 4k+6 12k+1 = n+2 3n?11 . Now since lim k!1 n+2 3n?11 = 1=3, the theorem follows. 2 insert FIGURE 1]
Sizes of Maximal Outerplanar Subgraphs
Note that any triangulation of a polygon is a maximal outerplanar graph.
We construct a nonouterplanar graph G by adding two exterior edges to a triangulated polygon as shown in Figure 2(a) . Actually one extra edge will su ce for inducing nonouterplanarity, but two are required to achieve our result. We proceed as before in de ning two maximal outerplanar subgraphs H 1 and H 2 of G with a su ciently large size variation to establish the worstcase ratio. In Figure 2 (b), H 1 is formed from G by deleting the two exterior edges fx k ; y 1 g and fx 1 ; y k g. H 1 has n = 2k vertices and 4k ? 3 = 2n ? 3 edges. Initially, we de ne H 2 as the cycle x 1 ; x 2 ; :::; x k ; y 1 ; y 2 ; :::; y k ; x 1 and then add the edges fx 2 ; y 2 g and fx 1 ; y 2 g (see Figure 2(c) ). No other interior edges of G can be added to H 2 without forming a homeomorph of K 4 ; hence, H 2 is also maximal outerplanar. H 2 has 2k vertices and 2k+2 = n+2 edges.
This yields the following theorem.
Theorem 2. The subvariance of a graph F with respect to P = outerplanarity is 1=2.
Proof: A maximal outerplanar subgraph of G has at most 2n?3 edges, and any spanning tree of G has n ? 1 edges. As long as G has at least n edges, any maximal spanning outerplanar subgraph has at least n edges.
By reasoning similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 1, adding an edge to a spanning tree does not destroy outerplanarity, although adding two edges can. Hence, S P (F) Theorem 3. The subvariance of F with respect to P = bipartite planarity is 1=2.
Proof: A maximal bipartite planar subgraph of any graph G can have no more than 2n ? 4 edges, and any spanning tree of G, which is bipartite, has n ? 1 edges. Hence S P (F) n?1 2n?4 1=2 as n ! 1. Now consider the maximal bipartite planar subgraphs H 1 and H 2 of Figure 3 . The ratio between the sizes of the two subgraphs is jH 2 j jH 1 j = 4k 8k?2 = n?1 2n?4 . Now, since lim k!1 n?1 2n?4 = 1=2, the theorem follows. 2 insert FIGURE 3] In fact, the constructions of Figure 3 are optimal for this case, that is, both the lower and upper bounds are achieved by the size ratio of the two subgraphs. 
